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I A study is made of the various mechanisms which generate broadband noise on
......._ a range of rotors. The sources considered are load fluctuations due to inflow
L=:/'J_T turbulence, due to turbulent boundary layers passing the blades' trailing
I_i. ; edges, and due to tip vortex formation. Our past work had been the first to 'i-_ identify and present analyses of these mechanisms. In the present work we
-'_ review these ana other investigators' prediction mechanisms, determine theirE
:_..'_i.: limitations, and make significant extensions to allow more accurate prediction
_i::__;_;'_i' of rotor noise spectra• Our analyses, although evaluated by computer
_s;,:_:._::. programs, are primarily analytical and thus helpful in understanding the
_,:_!_" nature of the noise generation. Comparisons to more numerically based
_ : approaches show that our analyses are accurate but restricted to advance
,_ ratios of less than approximately 0.4 (which include all cases of practical
_;i: interest). All present broadband analyses leave out in-plane force mechanisms
_ii__;.i-!ii and are thus restricted to angles which are not too close to the rotor plane, i
_.'_i_. Vortex shedding noise due to laminar boundary layers and blunt trailing edges 1
_.!ii! are not considered as they can be prevented in most cases. .ii
J'" i
- ........ An extensive search was made of existing experiments and then calculations
_,_-°,;"C based on the various prediction methods were made for comparison purposes. ,I
,.._.;__ This study shows that present analyses are adequate to predict the spectra ,_
_:-_.._ from a wide variety of experiments on fans, full scale and model scale ,[
._: helicopter rotors, wind turbines, and propellers to within about 5 to 10 dB. ,i
._" Better Knowledge of the inflow turbulence improves the accuracy of the "
_- predictions
, ,)i" •
: The results of this study indicate that inflow turbulence noise depends
_-_,i. strongly on ambient conditions and dominates at low frequencies• Trailing ;
edge noise and tip vortex noise are important at higher frequencies if inflow
_' , - turbulence is weak• Boundary layer trailing edge noise is important,
,=,_,_,., especially for large sized rotors, lhis noise increases slowly with angle of
_" attack but not as rapidly as tip vortex noise, which can be important at high
ii_'.i.. ... angles of attack for wide chord, square edge tips•
,[
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INTRODUCTION
nespite extensive research over the past fifty years and particularly over
_:.: the last fifteen years, the relative importances of various rotor noise
_'_ mechanisms are only now becoming understood. The accuracies of the existing ;,"
",, analyses are also hard to document. The primary reason for these difficulties
...._- is that there are a large number of noise mechanisms on rotors which can be
_: important in different parts of the acoustic frequency spectrum depending'o ,
_i_"i:, upon the rotor parameters and operating environment. The wide variety of
_:, :: source mechanisms is due to various aeroacoustic effects: boundary layers,
_--_ • separated flow, and inflow turbulence; high Mach numbers, including nonlinear
_"_::' effects; blade-vortex interactions; non-uniform inflow; etc. (I). In general,
_: the mechanisms each affect different parts of the acoustic spectrum. Then, on '
craft with either tandem or main and t_il rotors, many of these mechanisms can
_"_'. interact with each other and between rotors. Thus, in many cases, it is not
" T'-,;/_ clear which mechanisms are dominant in many operating conditions for full
:,.o,_,_;" scale helicopters, propellers, etc. This study addresses a part of the _j
...._,_.o_ problem broadband noise. It reviews and extends broadband noise analyses i
_:"_':_' and compares calculations based on various analyses of broadband noise
,,!i_/ mechanisms to each other and to available experimental data. The aims of this
_ _ work are to help understand which broadband noise mechanisms are important
':_:__:_J!:: under which circumstances, to identify a number of satisfactory, existing ,
and well-documented experimental measurements, and to evaluate the various
'_ analytical approaches by comparing them to each other and to the chosen
_,_,_. experiments. It will be seen that several satisfactory analytical approaches
_;.,_c are available and their limitations will be delineated. These approaches can
show which mechanisms are important in which cases and are able to predict
o absolute spectra to within about five dB for clean experiments.
,,_,,_: The frequencies of interest in rotor noise are usually determined by human
,_--ii annoyance (or detection, in some cases) The common measures of annoyance,c, ." •
_,_ _,_ such as the perceived noise level (PNdB) or A-weighted sound level (dBA)
/',_:_ account for the fact that humans find low frequencies, say below a few hundred
Hertz, much less annoying. On the other hand, if long distance propagation is
_ _ !_,.. a factor for the rotor in question, then high frequencies can be attenuated
_.:. significantly by molecular absorption. For example, after propagation over
- _ _ one kilometer, frequencies above a few thousand Hertz are attenuated
• ,_, drastically (I). Thus frequencies in the range from a few hundred to several
,__'"_:, thousand hertz are of primary interest
•_,,_ _:_. The amount of power radiated by a rotor is generally extremely small
._ compared with the aerodynamic power consumed by the rotor (by a factor of
_ :i_'_' order at least one to ten thousand). Thus the acoustics do not affect the
_r_,_,_. rotor performance to any extent. Noise is radiated by forces, volume
_ iI displacements, or nonlinearities which are either unsteady or vary in their
.... effects when considered in terms of retarded time (1) In general rotor
noise can be divided into three categories:
.... I. Discrete frequency noise (sometimes called rotational or harmonic neise) is
. caused by steady or harmonically varying forces, volume displacements, or
o ._ nonlinear flow effects• For low to moderate blade tip Mach number these can
be due to the basic blade rotation and forward flight of a helicopter or to
_i _ steady inflow variations. These mechanisms have been analyzed by Gutin,
Deming, Hubbard, Lowson, and Wright. The steady loading noise is generally
_'__ restrictedto the first dozen or so harmonicsof the blade passingfrequency.
Thus it is not usuallyof importanceto helicoptermain rotors or large wind q
.. • ]
• _ turbines as these frequencies lie in the frequency range below I00 Hz where
human ears are not very sensitive. These low order harmonics are, however, ,_
_:.... very important to the cases of high RPM propellers or tail rotors. :,
' ; Harmonically varying effects can in principle, be important at higheri_' ,
° .-_i frequenciesfor all rotors.But in fact, the higher frequencynoises tend to
'_-, be caused by loads displacements or nonlinearitieswhich are impulsive,due
_.__: to high Math numbers, or are randomly varying (caused by turbulence). In
these cases the phenomena are better analyzed as impulsive or broadband noiseo ...
as discussedbelow.
_-F, 2. Impulsivenoise (sometimescalled blade slap) consistsof nearly distinct
j,_m_-' repeatedpulsesat blade-passingfrequency. After being Fourieranalyzea,the
_._i_.o repeated pulses will yield discrete or harmonic spectra, but their particularidentity is due to their impulsive time hist ries and origins These pulses
} _ _- are caused particularlyby events at certain blade azimuth angles such as
•.:. blade-vortexinteractionsor local transonicblade motion toward the observer
o._ (say Mach number greater than approximately0.75). These noise sources have
been analyzed by Widnall, Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings, Farassat, Hanson, and
_,_-2 _ Schmitzet al and George and Chang (2-9) Impulsivenoise is unquestionably
the most importantnoisc source on helicopteror wind turbine rotors when it
: _. exists. However,a prime goal of aeroacousticrotor design or operationis to
i !_L_._ avoid impulsivenoise generationby control of blade-vortexinteractionsand
_-_ : by avoiding high tip Mach number. This often leaves broadband noise as the
o. __ importantcontrollingnoise in many situationswhere relative tip speeds are
._. not transonic and blade-vortex interactions are avoided.
3. Broadband noise, which is the subject of this study, has a continuous
(although sometimes humped or peaked) spectrum and is caused by disturbances
'_ which are not precisely repeated at each blade revolution but which are
basically random in nature. These random disturbances are generally due to
_'__ .- some sort of turbulenceinteractingwith the rotor blades. The turbulencecan
_- either be incident or, the blade from the ambient atmosphere or can be
_ generated by the blade motion itself. Recent reviews of broadband noise
z _;,_,. research may be found in references 10 and 11.
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BROADBANDNOISEMECHANISMSANDANALYSES
: For this study, various analyses of broadband noise were programmed and
I'_ extended. Emphasis is placed on 'first prirciples' analyses, which make '/
i'i-- absolute predictions of noise spectra. These analyses are not based on "
,, empirical correlation equations and do not require the determination of
_, empirical constants for different families of rotors. Computations were made
_':;':_ for many types of rotors in order to compare different analyses of the same
,_,_,,,ii,,-,,::: mechanisms to each other and to available experiments. This enabled us to
,_'. determine which mechanisms are important for different rotor parameters and
_- for different parts of the audible spectrum. A few comparisons are also given
for some of the scaling law based correlations available in the literature.
• ii
; Historically, the first broadband noise prediction methods were based on
- /':: empirical correlation of overall sound pressure level (OASPL) as, for example,
:_'_" by Widnall (12). Previously, very early investigators had erroneously
!_'i! identifiedbroadbandnoise with some sort of turbulent'vortexshedding'from
_i_!;i_ the rear of the blades, hence the early name 'vortex noise' was used.
_ _,_i., Actuallymost broadbandnoise is due to force fluctuationson the blades due
_,,;/ii_;__, to influencesof turbulent flows• Later it was found that in the atypical
Oo case of laminar flow, the laminar boundarylayers on blades can indeed shed
-i, _ nearly regular vortices at the trailing edges and thus can radiate a narrow
'__.. peaked broadband sound, sometimes called 'high _requency broadband noise'
'_: (See e.g Paterson et al , reference 13, Aravmudan et al., reference 14.)
_' However, thi_ source is not important for most full scale rotors, except
!, perhaps for helicoptertail rotors or small fans. Even in these cases it can
=,_i_I be eliminatedeasilyby trippingthe boundarylayers,see e.g. reference14.
.....• According to the origin of the noise produced, the source mecharisms
considered in this study can be divided into the following categories :
o i INFLOWTURBULENCENOISE
!.
,_ The analysis of the sound generated by the unsteady loadings due to
": turbulence fluctuations on unducted subsonic rotors began with the quite
:-_ general analysisof Homicz and George (15). They treated the generalcase of
unsteady forces distributed in space, following the Lighthill equation of
':, aeroacousics with specialization to rotating blades. See figure I for
geometry. They devised an analysis for the sound radiated from arbitrarily
,,_._•, varying forces on a rotor disk. The analysis was applied to the varying
. loadingson a rotatingblade in the disk. The loadingswere obtained from an
' approximate compressible aerodynamic analysis for an inflow of isotropic
turbulencedefined by the Dryden spectrum. Inflow turbulencewas seen to be
_- an important noise source over a range of frequencies• The _nalysis also
• explained the humped or peaked nature of the low frequency part of the
spectrum as being due to the large scale components of the turbulence inflow.
These large scale components give nearly periodic (i.e. modulated)
_ disturbancesas they are swept throughthe rotor plane;this leads to a nearly
periodic but finite bandwidth radiated sound• This analysis is not well
" suited for high frequencies since large CPU times are required for the
calculations.Thus, later high frequencyanalyseswere developedby George and
Kim (16)and by Amiet (17), and variationson them were made by Harrisand co-
" " workers (18,19).
'_} " 4
• _a ' -
o_,.._.., The high frequency analysis of George and Kim (16) treated the problem in a
different way. They approximated the distributed hlade forces as rotating
ii, concentrated forces (dipoles) using the result of Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings ,,
_,._;._:- (20). The analysis assumed the force components in the observer direction '.,
....::,,L, were statistically stationary. This assumption effectively restricted tile
.......',',: analysis to the forces normal to the rotor plane and thus did not allow
= _,- accounting for the much smaller torque forces which can be significant for
:_.,_;._ observers near the plane of rotation nor for the detailed radiation
o,_, directiohality of the blade elements. The assumption of circular motion also
......_ ,,,,. does not allow accurate treatment of forward-flight helicopter cases. We will
_:-_' ,.
L.z_;, see later in this report that these are not important restrictions except for
within about fifteen degrees of the rotor plane or for advance ratios greater _I
than about 0.4 (which is beyond the range of interest for typical
': helicopters). The analysis gives a reasonably simple equation for the
_;_C_-._._* radiated sound It gives some analytical insight into the noise generation
_: mechanism's dependence upon rotor parameters and it can also be numerically
_._"_;.iI evaluated in a quite straightforward way.
_,,,,_ The method of Amiet (17) is based on a different concept Initially, Amiet
=._._,_._-_,_o_.,... had analyzed the radiation of sound from a stationary non-rotating air=oil in
_;c_,_, a uniform mean flow containing turbulence (21,22). This analysis accounted
=-"__';_*'__-? for the full range of wavelength-to-chord ratios and accurately predicted the
- directionality of the radiation (which becomes multi-lobed at intermediate
_ _ wavelength-to-chord ratios). Later Amiet used these results to synthesize the
_o._..,_. average radiation from rotating blades by numerically summing and averaging
the radiation from a series of blade straight-line motions which approximate
± _ the circular (or epicycloidal) motion of a hovering rotor (17). This approach
'L.,
can be shown to be accurate for high frequencies, in the same manner as the
analysis of George and Kim (16). Amiet's method has the advantage _f being
_.. able to treat forward flight easily and of being based on a more exact model
,, _i of radiation directionality. However, as will be seen later in this report,
.,_.?_:. when one sums and averages the multi-lobed radiation pattern over the range of
., ._ directions to the observer, the pattern is smoothed out to a pattern which,
-:--_,._. , except when observers ar_.,:very near the rotor plane, is quite close to the
*-_-'_"*_:_°_;_,, simpler dipole pattern resulting from the approximations of George and Kim.
-_,_,._;.:_'i Harris and co-workers (23,24) have carried out a range of experiments on
C'i;,:* i"
: broadband noise from model rotors and, in conjunction with their work, have
developed analyses based on variations of the two methods discussed above.
_:. The methods of George and Kim and of Amiet were used in the present study
for inflow turbulence noise calculations. The. inflow turbulence itself can be
- due to the natural turbulence in the atmosphere or to upstream disturbances,
as in the case of a helicopter tail rotor ingesting the wake of the main
, rotor. In making the calculations for this study, the incident turbulence
, properties often had to be estimated based on the average measured properties
,.- of atmospheric turbulence (25) or had to be roughly estimated based on energy
considerations (26), In those cases, alternative calculations were made to
........'_; illustrate the sensitivity to the likely range of values Another difficult
'
...... problem in estimating the turbulent inflow properties is due to the
: anisotropic nature of the inflow due to the distortion of turbulent eddies as
• the contracting streamlines enter hovering rotors, stationary propellers, or
fans (1,27,28). At present, this effect can only be estimated and alternative
' calculations made.
- . ,,.....
...... BOUNDARYLAYERTRAILING EDGENOISE
o
:..........:! Noise is also produced by the self-generatedturbulence in a blade's
• _iii- boundarylayer passingits trailing edge. This was recognizedas far back as
i__,_,.r:'o... 1959 (29). Various investigatorslooked at very simplifiedmodels for this
_,__._-':Ii,_ noise, but these early models were not completeand were usefulonly as bases
_ _ for empiricalcorrelations. Fink, for example, in reference30, used such a
_ correlationto predict the on-axis noise of a rotor due to boundary layer
_:_-.i,_ trailingedge noise• Completefirst-principleanalysesof rotor trailingedge
....._" noise were developedmore recentlyby Kim and George (31)and by Schlinkerand
_'o._i., Amiet (32). Also, recently, Hubbardet al. (33) have proposed an OASPL and
_/.:._,_._ spectrumpeak correlationfor wind turbinerotors•
_, __:..i_ii_.'.
_:-;_;_' The analytical problem of sound radiating from the effect of turbulence
:_:,_ .,,. being convectedpast a non-rotatingtrailing edge has been studiedintensively
_;_,_-,:............._ _ since about 1970, A varietyof model problemswere studied (seethe reviewof
,_:_,;_"_._..-_,._,_._,,,_,;,.,._ Howe, reference 34), but these studies primarily resulted _n scaling laws
_'r'__'i:_:':o_ which needed empirical constants to be determined There also remained a
._':. number of questionsregardingthe details of the modellingand the effectsof
_!_!!!_,_ the Kutta conditior..Alternatively,Amiet developeda method which is based
_-__I_ on solving the problem of a statisticallystationarypressure field being
i ' convectedpast a trailing edge (35,36). This result only depends upon the
!___/.-.. pressure spectrum in the boundary layers being known from experiments
_ '..._%,.o_ Amiet's method has been compared to the experimentalfindingsof Brooks (37)
i and found to be consistent.
i: In 1980, Kim and George constructedan analysis of boundary layer noise
_ from rotors by using the blade forces from Amiet's flow model in the same
:,_-_ manner as they had earlier for the inflow turbulence noise• Thus, their
_'__L_i" analysisis again restrictedto anglesnot too close to the rotor plane and to
.,-i the low advance ratios which are found in helicopterforward flight. In the
..... calculations given in this report, an airfoil boundary layer thickness
..........._"" correlationwas used (38, and AppendixA of this report) insteadof the flat
_i:. plate resultsused in the original publications• Later, Schlinkerand Amiet
i_'._'i.._',__ (32) used the same numericalsummingand averagingmethod that Amiet had used
-...........• for the inflowturbulencenoise (17)to treat the trailingedge noise problem.
--,_-._'........, Again, we will see that the dipolemethod of Kim and George gives essentially
_,_ :_._, the same resultsas Amiet'smethod exceptwithin about 15 degreesof the rotor
_13i.i I plane,where additionalsourceterms should be includedin bothmethods.
_"_.... TIP VORTEXNOISE
c
_,! Another sourceof broadbandnoise on airfoilsor rutors is that of locally-
, separatedflow from local stall or from tip vortex formation. Kendall (39),
: _ - Ahtye et al. (40), and Fink and Ba_ley (41) experimentallyobservedlocalized
noise sourcesat wing and flap tips. Changes in noise from changesin rotor
tip shape were experimentallyobserved some time ago by Lowson et al. (42),
although these effectsmay have been due to blade loading changes. Earlier,
Revell (43), for the airframe noise case, had argued on an energy basis that
vortex drag and associatedturbulencein the trailing vortices must lead to
_ ° additional noise in some manner George et al (44) have identified this
effect with the turbulence in the vortex formation and local separation region
,, over the blade tip interactingwith the trailingedge.
r-_
i u
F:_/,:,_/ The model starts with the experimental observations of separation on the
-i_'_'_ suction side of blade or rotor tips due to the boundary layer being swept
_i':',i_,i"r_ around the tip by the pressure gradients at the tip. A separated vortex flow
._i_/_.L results which is very similar to the flow over the top surfaces of a sharp-
_;' __'I" edged delta wing in subsonic flow, Figures 2 and 3 are sketches of delta wing
_:,_,_i,: and wing/rotor tip flows It is known that these leading edge vortices are
_<_I_. quite turbulent. Large fluctuating pressures have been measured on the :,
:_=_,-_'.o:,_,,, surfaces of delta wings under these vortices. George et al . (44,45) used i
_
_"9_:_"_:"_' these data, pressure fluctuation data from two dimensional flows, and data on
_,,_,_,_: the geometry and velocities associated with wing and rotor tip flows to
estimate the separated turbulent pressure spectrum being convected past the
_ trailing edge. This information was used to predict the resulting radiated
sound in a manner similar to George and Kim's treatment of inflow turbulence
and boundary layer trailing edge noise. This tip vortex noise is shown to
increase with blade loading, as had been experimentally observed in many
.: cases. The updated version of the analysis (45, and Appendix B of this
report) uses turbulent pressure data measured under vortices on delta wings
_;_- which are correlated with pressure on rotor tips using experimentally measured
length and velocity scales. This version is used to compute spectra for the
_:_;_: various cases in the present study.
<;_ OTHERMECHANISMS
;:_ii_,;,_;_ _ Another local separation turbulence noise is that of the local stall,!, To associa ed with a high angle of atta k, due to close pr ximity t a vortex
._;_,r_':_:_,_:/:_ from previous blade passage. This phenomenon was studied experimentally by
_)_:!,__:i_°_: Paterson et al in reference 46 but there is presently no analytical model of
_IIIT._i !}
_;,:_ either the local separation or noise radiation available. However, available ,_
,_-,_'._','_ detailed pressure measurements on rotor blades indicate that this phenomenon
_i,i!i/:_!i is usually not present on rotors under normal operating conditions (47).
iii As mentioned in the introduction, trailing edge vortex shedding noise from
_ laminar blade boundary layers is a noise mechanism which can be eliminated in
most cases by tripping the boundary layer. A similar mechanism of vortex
_,_ shedding from blunt trailing edges has been identified for turbulent flows as
.....::.,- well by Brooks and Hodgson (48). Like the laminar flow case, this noise
source can be eliminated by using a sufficiently sharp trailing edge if this
is structurally practical.
r- , _ j
? ,,,,, ....
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.... CORRELATIONTYPEPREDICTIONEQUATIONS
Due to the need for some sort of guidance in design, many empirical and
semi-empirical prediction equations have been proposed over the years. We
_,_i,: will only discuss those which predict a spectrum, Those equations dealing with
_. overall sound pressure levels are much less useful if one is interested in a :,
I:. range of rotor sizes, because the basic blade passing frequency varies so
J_ widely. (Consider a full scale wind turbine versus a small fan, for example.)
_'J Some of the methods used to predict spectra are primary empilical, although
i! based on theoretical ideas, while others are more closely related to analyses.
.:<_..o. Perhaps the most developed of the correlation type methods for broadband
noise is the method of Pegg (49) which is based on earlier methods of Lowson
- .o_ (50), Hubbard (51), Sch!egel et al. (52) and Munch (53). It is given by :
• !_!_!_; SPLI/3 : 60 Iog(Mt) + I0 log(A/r2)(cos2B+O.l) + Sl/3(f/fp)
_.._ + I0 log(C_/O.4) +130 dB
"_i for _< 0.4_ and where A : rotor blade area, C'_'_: average blade lift
_= _ o_I coefficient, : frequency in Hz, u_MJ;nd=tip Mach number, r = distance to
_ .! observer, SPL./3 : one-third octave sound pressure level, and o : angle
_" from the roto_ axis. The function Sl/3(f/f_) is a tabulated function giving
'_I the frequency dependence of the soun_'spec_um. The frequency at which the
,._ oli spectrum peaks is given by :
I
I
I fp : -240 T _ 2.488 Vt + 942
"'I"
where T : thrust in Newtons, and V : tip speed in m/s. It should be noted
.. ! that this correlation does not include any of the known effects of inflow
' i turbulence on the noise prediction; presumably it would be applicable to some
sort of 'typical' ambient turbulence conditions.
I
I _ _,her correlation equation was given by Fink (30) for the minimumbroadu, _ noise (i.e. on-axis excluding inflow turbulence) of a rotor. It is
= " given by '
' _I SPLI/3 = OASPL+ I0 log[O.613(f/fm)4X{(f/fm)3/2+O.5} -4]
OASPL= 50 Iog(V/IOOm/s) + I0 log(aNb/r 2) + I0 log(cos(@)/2) 2
+ 113.9 dB
the peak frequency fp : 0. I V/a and a measure of the boundary layer thickness
a = 0.37 c (Vc/v)']/5
! where b : span, N : number of blades, r -- distance to observer, from rotor tip,
_i - = tip o_==_, _ = kinematic viscosity, and _ = sin'l(b/r). In our
application we have taken the cosine of the blade pitch angle to be
approximately one.
41
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• CHC)ICEOF EXPERIMENTS q
_tb
..... , An extensive search of the literature was undertaken to find suitable
=_.; experimental data with which to comnare the various analyses. More than "
1111 seventy references were _xamined while looking for cases in which the "
il : experimental parameters were well defined and in which 'clean' spectral data
l'J: were presented, unaffected or minimally affected by extraneous influences such ,
" ii!i! as reverberation, engine or drive motor no lse, etc. For cases in which inflow
_ :i_ turbulence was important, we also looked for the most complete measurements
o , available of the inflow turbulence spectrum. We then tried to choose
_Lf_ representative data from categories covering a range of rotors including wind
_ turbines, helicopters, and propellers. We did not consider data where only _',
.... :_._ overall sound pressure level or octave band data were given as this type of
: L_IO: : averaged data is inadequate to differentiate between source mechanisms and
analyses. Appendix C is an annotated list of experimental references which we
considered but which did not contain appropriate data.
_ ......:_: Two types of full-scale helicopter rotor tests are available. Either
_'*_s-_ •*_ measurements had been made for rotors tested on a whirl tower or the radiated
_: noise had been directly recorded from an operating helicopter. First
consider the whirl tower tests; this type of experiment has several advantages
over the flight tests. Since only one rotor is involved, there is no problem
_.,,_ with aerodynamic interactions with other rotors such as main rotor/tail rotor
_,_.,_, interactions. Also, other pollutinq noises such as noises generated by drive
-,_ii_ motor and qear box, etc. are comparatively easy to control. Therefore, these
_ tests are considered cleaner than the flight tests. However, the flight tests
_._: _il do give more information on the overall helicopter noise problem.
_ Two sets of whirl tower tests are available. The first set was due to
Leverton (54,55). He tested a full scale S-55 rotor on a test rig in an
_ inverted position in order to eliminate the effect of recirculation which:
• _ occurs when a rotor wake is directed toward the ground The spectra measured
..o : were taken from a tethered ballon at variol,s angles to the test rotor plane.
' i His tests varied both load and RPM. In the present study, only a few cases
_',.i_ were chosen for comparison. The primary missing information in Leverton's
results is any data on the inflow turbulence• Neither the turbulent intensity
, nor the scale were measured. As the inflow was drawn from near the ground,
_ the turbulent integral scale could be quite reasonably estimated from the
° ,_i!, fairly well established empirical relationship that
_ _*J': A = 0.9 h
QT4_e_mllmL,__
• where A is the turbulent integral scale and h is the height above the ground
..... (56). Similarly, values for turbulent intensity for various weather
_._=_ conditions can also be estimated from the extensive data and correlations in
• Lumley and Panofsky's monograph (25). Leverton also reported a series of
• indoor model scale tests. Since the data did not include inflow turbulence
_, _ information as did some other available model scale tests, these results are
• not used in this report.
Also, there was another set of experiments carried out at the Boeinq Vertol
_ test facility by Sternfeld et al. (57,58). In contrast to Leverton's test,
'_ _: they put the rotor in a position where the rotor wakes are blown toward the
ground; therefore high turbulent intensities due to recirculation may be
• 9
_) t,
i #_LI ¸ " t
: _ expected, resulting in a higher noise level. Their tests varied both loading
" and rotor RPM. Still no measurement was made of the turbulence properties.
Therefore, values of turbulent intensity and integral scale have to be iI
._ estimated in order to make the predicti_ns. In this report, only a few ,
,,' represented cases, which were chosen from the more recent of the tests, will _,k
_-' be presented.
,5 • I!
_!_ For a full scale helicopter, the spectra calculated by Johnson and Katz in I
....li... 1971 (59) have been used for a long time. These spectra are based on the
_.... measurements of noise from a UH-I helicopter. The spectra, of course, contain q
_ _"_[_ both main and tail rotor noise as well as airframe, engine, and gear noise
. In this case too, no inflow turbulence information was measured, so values of ,
_-_._ inteqra I scale and turbulent intensity were again estimated, using the
_-' ,_ helicopter altitude and assumed weather conditions (25,56) i
• iI
:_::_.;i' Other sets of full scale helicopter noise measurements are also available. _i
_ :_!"_ Peqg et al (6_) had conducted a program in 1973, where both a standard SH-3A 'I
_' and a modified one had been fliqht tested Just as in Johnson and Katz's
T_i case the data had also been polluted by other noises such as engine and gear' i
:_i _ box noise. They had measured the upper-air conditions, both wind speed and
._._ direction, but no turbulence measurements were made. In this study, one case i
' _ of overhead flyover had been chosen to make the comparison using the estimated
turbulent integral scale and intensity. A similar test program _ad also been
! _J_,':i conducted by Henderson et al (61} for both standard and modified OH-6A ,!
i=._ _. helicopter. Just as in Pegg's experiment, ,.weather conditions were monitored ii
_ _ but no attention had been paid to the turbulence. Comparisons had also been
._ made for the flyover case at overhead position using the estimated turbulence i
! _! data. Sternfeld (62) also reported a series of full scale tests (involving
ii engine noise), the test helicopters include Bell _04B, Sikorsky SH-3A S-65_" :i a d Boei g Vertol CH-47B. ' _:
i ._-_' Two sets of suitable full scale wind turbine noise measurements were found ;
i "' in the reports of Hubbard and his co-workers (33,63). Measurements were made
_°i_ for the MOD-OAwind turbine at ground level and at a distance of _I meters
,_ _ ,- from the tower base in the rotor plane and at angles of 45 and 90 d_.grees from
.__,,.._ it. Measurements for the MOD-2 wind turbine were also made at ground level,
_._- both in the rotor plane and at several locations under the turbine axis. In
_-_ both cases, the background noise was measured and shown to be well below the
measured spectra• However, no information on turbulence intensity or integrali
,:_, scale was given. In these cases, again, the turbulence's characteristics were
_ % estimated, aided slightly by the fact that at least the wind speed was known
i _ (It should be noted that the wind turbine noise annoyance may not be
'_ • controlled by broadband noise but by low frequency impulsive noise due to the
interaction with specific atmospheric inhomogeneities or vortices shed by the
upwind towers.)
"_ Several sets of indoor tests of model rotors in anechoic facilities are
- available for comparison with analyses. The first set that will be discussed
was carried out by Paterson and Amiet in the UTRC anechoic wind tunneli
.... facility on several model rotors (64). In these tests, both vertical ascent
and forward fliqht were simulated and different grids were used upstream to ,
_': generate controlled inflow turbulence. Measurements were made of both the _
turbulent intensity and integral scale so that in these cases none of the
_ parameters needed to he estimated.
,' 10
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} ,.;_. Similar set_ of hiqh quality model scale tests were carried out in the MIT
anechoic wind tunnel and reported in a series of papers by Aravamudan, Harris, ,,
_r
,, - and Humbad (2._,24). A number of the tests results contained large amounts of :,
o,_._'i:: laminar vortex shedding noise (high frequency broadband noise) which partially
covered the more interesting sources, However, in most ca_es, if this peaked
_']i part of the spectrum is ignored, a significant part of the measured spectra is
_-: .... still useful for' comparisons In these experiments, as in those of Paterson
_ .:_. and Amiet, different grids were used upstream and the turbulence's intensity
_.. !.. and integral scale were measured.
:,.,:_'.,_ _other set of indoor experiments for a low speed fan is due to Lowson et
. ri_. ,
!::ii_i;.' al. (42}. Tests were run in an anechoic room, for both a ducted and an
_.!." unducted fan, both before and after recirculation built up in the room. The
.i: non-recirculation cases were used for our comparisons since conditions are
_,_.,.' bet_'er, defined. RIN, tip angle, and tip shape were varied as well. Theturbulence was measured by a limited frequency range hot wire anenometer
o_._, giving reasonable estimates for the turbulent intensity in the room before the
"i. recirculation set in. We estimated the turbulent integral scale as 0. I meter.
• _,..._.:. The boundary layer was not tripped in these tests. Thus, some laminar vortex
,.: ::.. shedding humps ai_peared in the high frequency part of the spectrum which we
_,_i acIain ignored. (It is interesting to note that when the tip was cut back in
L ........_..: the tests, the laminar boundary laver hump was greatly reduced.)
o ,
u , .
" !' Full scale propeller tests are also available. Magliozzi (65) made a
;_ ........ series of tests for a twin-engine, high wing, light STOL transport aircraft.
o,
i_ ._ No_ses were recorded for flyover,, taxi operations and the static tests as
_-_,' . well. Measurements were taken by microphones located at the wing tip and on
_;:: the ground Turbulence data were sens,'d by a hot wire anemometer mounted on
° ' the aircraft nose boom. Also Rro_ and Ollerhead (66) reported a whirl tower
_? test of several full scale propellers. A number of one-third octave band
_:_, spectra containing broadband noises are available.
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,':. CI]MP/_RISONSOF AN/_LYSESTO EXPERIMENTS
In the comparisons, the data estimated as input to the analyses and to the
_imr correlations are given in the fiqure caotions. Other input parameters were,. taken from the experimental papers• Inflow velocities were estimated using
_! simple momentum theory with thrusts determined bY simple blade element theory. ,_
:,_,, As mentioned above, the inflow turbulence values were often estimated. In
,,; cases where separate calculations are shown for separate mechanisms, the
' results should be summed in order to compare to the experiments However in
,;_. order not to clutter the figures, this was not done in most cases. It is
- _. comparatively easy to envision the sum on the decibel scale as the resulting
_,_,,. curve essentially has only a 3 dR increase if two additive curves have the
,.i!,,.i" same level and a 4.8 dB increase if three additive curves have the same level.
_L,'; The first results to be presented are those for the full scale rotor whirl
-,,:.,.,_,.,.... tower test by Leverton (55), Data were taken at an angle of-75 degrees from
_ _<; the rotor plane where all of the analyses would be expected to be within the
range of their assumptions• Figure 4 shows the comparison of a range of
_ ';_.;_,.;__.. predictions. It is first clear that the correlation of Pegg (49) is too high
.....:"_"._ for this case. It is also clear that at the lower frequencies, say below I000
Hz, the boundary layer trailing edge noise and the tip vortex noise mechanisms
.......... are not important However at frequencies above 1000 Hz they become quite
_'_ __. important, with boundary layer trailing edge noise being the more important
=_ _,:. one in this case. Fink's boundary layer noise correlation is seen to be a
_ reasonable apl)roximationto the more exact boundary layer trailing edge noise
_; calculations. Most of the noise below I000 Hz is shown to be inflow
-_ _,i_;._. turbulence noise based on the estimated turbulent properties. Both the
: other and with Leverton's data_. analyses of George and Kim (I_) and of ,amiet(17) agree within 5 dB with each
.......: In figure 5, a comparison is shown among calculations based on the three
" '_ mechanisms of George and co-workers, the two of Amiet, and some data of
,,, : Leverton at an angle of -11.5 degrees from the rctor plane• As all of these
:' : analyses ignore in-plane force components and as George and co-workers use a
_!ii blade dipole directivity, the agreement would not be expected to be quite as
: _ . qood, although it is not clear how many of the _ifferences are due to which of
,:.,. these effects. The inflow turbulence noise calculations made by using the
:= : Karman spectrum did however seem to be in better agreement with the
...... experiments in this case.
_ _ _, Figures 6 and ? show the comparisons to some whirl tower data of Sternfeld
_- (private communication, Ig82), where figure 6 is for the 5130 Ib rotor loading
and figure 7 for the 1.5150 Ib loading case. The measurements were taken frem
_C!. an angle of about -14 degrees from the rotor plane. Just as in Leverton's-11.5 degrees case, the analyses are expected to be lower than the
" " experimental measuremer.ts Since the rotor was operating to blow the rotor
wake toward the ground, significant recirculations are expected• By using
-, estimated turbulence properties, calculations were made and shown in the
fiqures, rlntethat the inflow turbulence noise calculations shown in these
,:.... tw_ figures use the Karman spectrum. The calculations using the Dryden
spectrum apDear to be much lower.
Figure _ shows the comparison of some main rotor noise calculations with
the full scale helicopter experiment data of Johnson and Katz (59). As
..... 12
.... mentioned previously, other sources in addition to the main rotor are present
, in this case. However, the results are still reasonable, being within about
....• I0 dB, and show the importance of all three mechanisms in various parts of the
spectrum. In 'figure q, the inflow turbulence noise calculations used the
',, Karman spectrum. Calculations using the Dryden spectrum were also made and
_'_ appear to be about 5 to I0 dB lower.
' Also, comparisons were made for experiments with a full scale SH-3A
_°':.: helicopter by Pegg (60). The case we chose corresoonds to the measurements
i_ from a flyover of a SH-3A at an altitude of 61 m overhead. Using estimated
_i_!_ turbulent integral scale and intensity, figure 9 shows the comparison between
• calculations and the data. Again the inflow turbulence noise prediction shown
i'. was the result of using the Karman spectrum; the level predicted using the
C: Dryden spectrum is lower. It should be noted that Pegg reported that there
was no blade slap observed during the experiment
, _::: Figure I0 shows a similar comparison for full scale OH-6A helicopter flight
tests by Henderson et al. (61). The case presented here corresponds to the
=o _,_:i!: measurements for flyover at an altitute of 31 m and at the overhead position.
_J_...... Using estimated turbulence properties, similar agreement with experiments, as
°_] in the orevious case, was obtained Note that there are two sets of data
_oil shown in the figure, which correspond to the highest and the lowest level
,_:_ observed during the tests.
o,'_,, _]i] Figures II and 12 show comparisons to full scale wind turbine data
'-_.. presented b.y Hubbard and co-workers (33,63). Here again some extraneous
sources may have been present and turbulence properties had to be estimated.
_o._- !.. Nevertheless, the agreement with the predicted absolute spectra is good and it
'_: is seen that the primary source for frequencies _bove a few hundred Hertz is
• : boundary layer trailing noise as was also suggested by Hubbard and co-workers.
i_ _,_L_ There is no question that the oredictions using the Karman spectrum are in
= ,, better agreements with the experiments than those using the Dryden spectrum.
_.,_,_i: Figure 13 compares some data of Lowson et al. (42) for a fan to some
_, correlations and calculations. Again, the correlation of Pegg (49) seems to
!;.i. be too high. Here the inflow turbulence noise is predicted to be important
, • over the full range of frequencies and the calculations agree very well with
_-_ , the measured spectrum, Figures 14, 15 and 16 show comparisons for different
._ RPM's and figures 17 through 20 show comparisons for different blade pitch
....... ? angles. Just as in figure 13, excellent agreements were obtained. Note that
_, :_ the inflow _urbulence noise predictions were made using the Dryden spectrum
_ :'o ; which seems to be better suited to indoor turbulence. However in figures 13,
_' 14 and 20, calculations using the Karman spectrum are also shown for
comparison.
-. Figures 21 through 23 show comparisons of calculations to data presented by
,,_ Paterson and amiet (64), In the no grid case (low inflow turbulence), it is
.... clear that both tip vortex and boundary layer noise are important at the
: hiqher frequencies. In all the cases, the calculations and experiments agree
to within about fi dB. llnlike the full scale rotor cases, inflow turbulence
noise calculations using the Dryden spectrum agree better wlth the experiments
than those using the Karman spectrum, In Paterson and Amiet's original
_- report, they had also shown good agreement with amiet's inflow turbulence
noise analysis whenever the primary noise source was inflow turbulence•b "
13
_.,,...' Figures 24 and 25 show similar satisfactoryagreementsto Aravamudanand
._;¥_. Harris' model test data with varying inflow turbulencedue to upstreamgrid
_i;_.,..,. changes (23) Note that the predictionsof inflow turbulencenoise use the
__:-.._- Dryden spectrumonly. Figures26 through33 show comparisonswith Humbad and ,,
_i;i_ii!]_,. Harris'similardata as tunnelspeed (advanceratio),upstreamgrid, and rotor
_z_,_ RF_'s are varied (24)• The analysesin Harrisand co-workers'originalpapers :,
-_._i'#:_;'_.,_. also showed good a_reements with the data. The inflow turbulence noise q
_--/,i_>' •
:/_, predictionsshown in ficlure26 to 33 use the Dryden spectrum;however in
_,_,_.-
fiqure 26, 27 and 2g, predictionsusing the Karmanspectrumare also shown, i
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_'_;.- COMPARISONSOF ANALYSESTO EACH OTHER
,,/ In this section the results calculated by the methods of Amiet and of
..... George and co-workers are compared to show the effects of different
i_ assumptions in the analyses. The computationalapproach of Amiet allows
,,Ii_i_ treatmentof forwardflight (non-zeroadvanceratios)and more accuratebasic
, blade noise directionality. The George and Kim approachhas been implemented
_ for both the Von Karman model and the Dryden model of the inflow turbulence
--_._' pectrum. We will examine each of these effects by comparing the results of
_i'" Si.,__'_" the calculationsmade by differentmethods.
= !i-,_
.'_ Figure 34 shows the plots of the Dryden spectrum which is availablein the
.o: George and Kim inflowturbulencemodel, and of the Karman spectrum,which is
i,..:, availablein both the George and Kim and the Amiet models, It is clear that
i_ the Karman spectrum contains more energy at high frequencies. Although the
:",.- Doppler shifts make it more complicated,one can roughly identify a given
....._,_ frequency radiation with the inverse time for a blade to pass through a
,_.. turbulence component of length I/k, where k is the wavenumber. Thus, for
frequencies on the order of 10 kHz at a tip speed of I_0 m/s, one is
interestedin turbulencecomponentwavenumbersof order 100 m" . If, as for a
_ _._ full scale helicopter,the integralscale is of order I00 m, then the peak of
_ the spectrum is at wavenumber k of4order 0.01 m" _ implyingthat the high
_ frequenciescome from wave numbers10 higher than the inverseintegralscale.
_i Referringto figure 20 we see that the differencebetweenthe two atmospheric
_ turbulencemodels can be of order 10 dB at these wavenumbers. For anotherway
.L of lookingat it, figure 35 shows comparisonsbetweeninflow turbulencenoise
•_c calculationsfor a full scale rotor for both 0.I m and 67.0 m integralscales.
_L It is apparentthat for a small integralscale and low frequenciesthe results
_ <_ for differentassumedturbulencespectraare in close agreement,althougheven
: so the differencesbecome more marked at high frequencies One concludes
: that the Von Karman spectrashould be used particularlyfor cases in which the
- _ ; integral scale is large. However, some comparisonsin the previous section
_ '_ did indicatethat for indoor tests (which small scale turbulence involves),
: the Dryden spectrumgives better results.
_ Figure 36 shows the effect of forwardflight on inflow turbulencenoise as
' calculated by Amiet's analysis and compared to hove_ calculations based on
.. ,_ George and Kim's analysis. It is notablethat the advanceratio effect is not
_;":.. very importantfor any case of interestto helicopters (i.e. advance ratio
below 0.4). Similarly,figure37 compareschangingadvanceratio for boundary
.... layer trailing edge noise. Here the basic inputs vary since the calculation
_ of Kim and George uses an airfoil boundary layer thicknesscorrelation(38)
_ " rather than the flat plate results incorporatedin their earlierpublications
.....; and in those of Amiet. In this boundarylayer trailing edge noise case, the
_ results again show that the effects of advance ratio are not importantfor
.... values less than 0.4.
_:: As discussed in a previous section, Amiet's computational model
• incorporatesan accurate basic blade noise radiationdirectionalityfor the
: _ pressuresnormal to the blade m.=anline. The methodsof George and co-workers
approximatethe basic directionalityby a dipole normal to the rotor plane,
,. ; which would be expected to lead to underestimatesfor angles near the rotor
;.: plane. Both Amiet'sand Georgeand coworkers'analysesignore in-planeforces
_ ; and other in-plane mechanisms. Figures 38 through 40 compare the
.... 15
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,_. _, dirpctionalities for both inflow turbulence and boundary layer noises. It is
..... T clear that, aside from overall differences, the directional ities are quite
,_ close except within about ten to fifteen degrees of the rotor plane.
_ COMPARISONSOF DIFFERENTMECHANISMSIN DIFFERENTSITUATIONS
_,.. It is alreadyapparentfrom the resultspresentedthus far that the various ,.
.,_ mechanisms can each be importantin differentsituations. We have seen that
o,. inflow turbulence noise can dominate the noise radiation when the inflow
L_, turbulenceis strong, On the other hand, at high frequencies,either boundary
.,_ ,,'.' layer trailingnoise or tip vortex noise can be important,as seen in figures
_ _ii. 4-5, 8-12 and 21. Both of these sourcesincreasewith blade angle of attack,
' . while tip vortex noise depends strongly upon blade chord and is more severe
: ..... for square tip shapes. Some of these dependenciesare shown in figure 41.
_ Calculated spectra are shown for pitch angles of 10 and 15 degrees for......'- boundary layer noise and for tip vortex noise based on both square and round
_ii tip shapes for a rotor similar to that of a UH-1 (comparewith figure 8).
_:.,:...._i':- Clearly, tip vortex noise is favored by high angles of attack and wide tip
_-_"_..,_ chords (low aspect ratio,untaperedblades). On the other hand, wind turbines
- generallyhave taperedbladesand we have seen that their primarynoise source
._,-".___'"_: in the frequencyrange of interestis boundarylayer trailing edge noise (see
figures11 and 12).
_.,.._._:. The relative importanceof various mechanismson a full scale helicopter
__-_.,, configuration is an interesting yet complex question as various noise
= _,_:_ mechanismsexist on both the main and tail rotors, Some calculationsshowing
_- _=._._< the effectsof varyingthe inflow turbulencescale are shown in figure 28 fori -__±'v_'.... a UH-1 helicopter main rotor. The varying turbulent intensitiesgive some
idea of the variationsexpectedbetweenquiet nighttimeconditionsand typical
i!_ _,_._.. daytime conditions. They could be considerablyhigher in windy conditions.
_":_C_. Also, as first demonstratedexperimentallyby Hanson (67) and later by Pegg et
i.-_,_ i_..- al. (28), the contractionof the streamtubes into a hovering rotor or a
: o.o_:_,: stationarypropeller or fan leads to an anisotropicand intensifiedinflow
.o _ :-, turbulence. This dynamic effect on the inflow turbulence has not yet been
_.i._ treatedanalyticallyor experimentallyin any detail.
el
_i Next we question the relative importanceof the tail rotor as comparedto
_'..... the main rotor. The primaryadded difficultyin dealingwith tail rotor noise
_:._._._._::i is that the tail rotor operatesin the main rotor'swake, which is itself not
." very well understood. The main rotor's wake consists of a number of
..ii__,5 components: the overall downwash field, the tip trailingvortices and other
2 vorticesshed from the main rotor blades,the wakes of the fuselage,engines,
;_;!, and rotor hub, and the turbulence present in these flows as well as that
i'.i already existing in the atmosphere. The main rotor's mean wake can be
,.._,,_ approximatelycalculatedby severalmethods,but has a fairlyminor influence
'._,_i on the tail rotor noise. This is becauseit leadsprimarilyto only low order
_. loadingharmonicsand noises. On the other hand, the tip vorticesin the wake
o.: are quite localizedand lead to more annoying,higher frequencynoise. The
_, _..... tip vortices'positionsand structuresare difficultto predict. In forward
flight, they follow initiallyepicycloida!paths which are perturbedby : I)
•. '. the roll-up of the main rotor wake into a horseshoevortex system; 2) the
:-...,,,_,'_. self-inducedinstabilitiesof the vortex trajectories;and 3) the action of
._;_._:_ pre-existingatmosphericturbulence. In addition,the actual structureof the
vortices is not well known. They can containaxial velocitiesin their cores
i j,_.mimm-! which are of the order of their maximum circumferentialvelocities. For the
_:..... interactiongeometry associatedwith forward flight, where the vortex core
will be approximatelyperpendicularto the plane of the tail rotor, these
axial velocitieswill be strong contributorsto the loadingfluctuationson
• _,,_ ;: 17
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the tail rotor blades. Also, the tip vortices are found to diffuse or 'burst'
" under some conditions (the 'vortex breakdown' phenomenon). After they
breakdown, the vortices become more spread out and turbulent. This will
°_i_. stronglyaffectboth the mean and the turbulentinflowseen by the tail rotor.
° I!,_ The importanceof wake ingestionon noise was pointedout in some experiments
I!i_ of Levine (68). He reported some experiments where increases of 5 to I0 dB _,
_._ were found in both narrowband and broadband noise of a Sikorsky S-58T operated
/:, with the main rotor wake being blown into the tail rotor. Significant
ill_ reductions in tail rotor noise were also reported by Barlow et al. for a L
..... redesignedOH-6A tail rotor (69). Another experimentalstudy of tail/main
_. rotor wake interaction noise involved wind tunnel tests of a model with ,i
," variable tail rotor position and direction (70,71). Balcerak (70) made a
_: parametric study varying tail rotor locat.inn_fin blockage area, tail rotor
_i! rotation direction, rotor speeds and thrusts, and tail rotor pusher/tractor
_, :'_ configuration. Later Pegg and Shidler (71) tested the same model, extending
the work and emphasizingidentifyingthe aeroacousticmechanismsproducingthe
_'_, noise. They found about a 12 dB increase in broadbandnoise when the main
_. rotor flow was added to the tail rotor and significantincreasesin harmonics
_" under a varietyof conditions. These experimentsare very importantand point
=_'_-_, out the complexity and the need for more analytical understandingof tail
- 'o_i_ rotor broadbandnoise sourcesand how to reducethese sources.
• , _ _i
__ :,_
_, In the presentstudy all we can do is presenta few simplecalculationsto
show the importanceof the various mechanisms to tail rotors. Figure 43
_,_- presentsUH-I tail rotor noise for conditionscorrespondingto the main rotor
_ calculationsshown in figure42 (i.e,with no main rotorwake effects). Under
_ those conditions,tail rotor noise is clearly less importantthan main rotor
_ noise. In contrast,figure 44 presents calculationsfor inflow turbulence
noise due to ingestionof assumedmain rotorwake turbulence. (The tail rotor
• tip and boundary layer noise sources are unchanged from figure 43.) The
turbulence intensityestimates range from those found in the atmosphere to
_. large values, and the length scales are alternatively taken as the main rotor
chord or radius. Although these estimates range widely, it is clear by
comparing figure 44 to 42 that the tail rotor ingestion of the main rotor wake
_i !_, is very importantand deservesmuch more attentionin the future.
c_
The final comparisons of mechanisms are for a typical light aircraft
propeller. Figure 45 compares calculationsfor a static propeller on the
ground. A number of different inflow turbulence intensityvalues are used,
,i._ rangingfrom representativeof quiet nighttimeconditionsto typical daytime
..... conditions. It is evidentthat under high atmosphericturbulenceconditions,
inflowturbulenceis dominant over nearly all of the spectrum. On the other
• hand, for low turbulenceintensities,or for a flyovercase as shown in figure
46, we find that tip or trailing edge noise can be important,depending on
blade angle of attack. Figure 46 shows calculationssomewhat arbitrarily
, based on 4.0 and 8.5 degree angles of attack. The higher sensitivityof tip
vortex noise to blade thrust (angle of attack)is quite evident.
Hr_
: CONCLUSIONS
' _ The understanding of and the ability to predict broadband rotor noise are ,_
_, approching a satisfactory state in many respects. Until about ten years ago,
ii_ understanding was essentially qualitative, sometimes erroneous, and several
_._ I_ mechanisms were not even recognized. As shown in this report, the important
_°......._ broadband noise mechanisms are now understood well enough to be able to make
....._._i_'i, predictions to within about five dB of the experimental data. This
understanding should enable designers to minimize broadband noise in the cases
....._ where it is a controlling factor in a design.
_ The calculations and comparisons shown indicate that inflow turbulence
induced lift fluctuations are the most important broadband noise sources at
low frequencies. This radiation can be predicted down to the lowest blade
passing frequency, including the smooth peaked spectral structure, by the
method of Homicz and George (15). For the higher frequencies, which are of
_i__: more practical interest, the methods of George and Kim (16) and of Amiet (17)
_i...._ are just as satisfactoryand are much easier to compute. When the same inflow
-'_":i_i:'_i_- turbulence spectrum is used both of the methods seem to agree well with each
.... other and with measurements over a full range of parameters, except at angles
°_.....,%1 within about ten to fifteendegreesof the rotor plane. The Karman spectrum,
'_ which had been implemented in both George and Kim's and Amiet's methods, is
_/% suitable for use in predicting the inflow turbulence noise radiating from
_ full-size rotors. However, the Dryden spectrum, which is only available in
_-! George and Kim's method, is more suitableto predictthe indoormodel rotor
_,_,_ inflow turbulence noise where small scale turbulenceare involved. Further
_, :_ _. research is neededon broadbandrotor noise near the rotor plane.
Most experimentsdo not includeenough inflowturbulencedata to definethe
.. ' inputs to the analyses. In particular, the effect of streamtube contraction
o on generating anisotropic and large scale inflow turbulence needs more
theoretical and experimental attention.
......i Boundarylayer trailingedge noise is now well understood. The analysesof
'" Kim and George (31) and of Schlinker and Amiet (32) and the correlation of
_ ° _, Fink (30) all appear to give results which agree reasonably well with
experiments. This source was seen to be the primary broadbandnoise source
-_ ' for full scale wind turbines. This sourceoften is the importantnoise source
; at high frequencies on large rotors when inflow turbulence is weak. It
o ,_ increasessignificantlywith angle of attack due to the increaseof boundary
_;_,_! layer thickness.
Tip vortex formation noise seems to be satisfactorily predicted, although
it is not sufficiently dominant in any of the experiments to definitively
_ establish the precise accuracy of the model of George et al. (44,45), which
uses delta wing leadingedge vortex data to model the tip vortex. Much more
experimentaldata is needed on flows and fluctuatingpressure on different
.... shapes of rotorsand wing tips. Tip vortexnoise is most importantfor square
tips and for wide chords. This noise probablycan be reducedsignificantlyby
• detailed tip shape changes, but this is presently unexplored.
>
_ The noises radiated from helicopter tail rotors remain poorly understood.
_ The main rotor wake is very complex and itself poorly understood, although it
, is the primary inputneeded for tail rotor noise predictions.
,_. 19
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.... . Finally, further comparisons of the mechanisms to b_tter defined
experimental measurements are still needed to establish the an,_lyses'
_'" accuracies and enable further improvements of the broadband noise analy _s and
_°J:',i-: noise minimization techniques.
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i APPENDIXA
i f'_'°
°-. EFFECT OF ANGLEUF ATTACKON ROTORTRAILING EDGENOISE "
= _>?L Previousanalysesof the boundary layer trailingedge noise mechanismused
',_, zero blade angle of attack for boundary layer input data. In practice,to :,
}.....,_ produce desired loadings, rotor blades are operated at various angles of
_-'_,_: attack. This appendix sets forth the importanteffect of the change of a
[2_,:_? blade's angle of attack on rotor trailing edge noise. It is based on the ,
i :,,i,.'_.. paper of Kim and George (311which gives the underlyinganalysis.
_!:. Using the same model and assumptions,the general result for the far-field
sound pressure level radiated by the turbulent boundary layer passing the
i _:" rotor blades'trailingedges can be directlyadaptedfrom reference31 as
......., (l -nol/
__:. Bf2b2Uc2Sin2¢ n=® Spp
; j2(f Mo cos 0) CA-I)i ,,!,i <Si(x,f)> = Z n,_-
''_' ':i. 2_pc_r2 n=-®
• where B = number of blades
:_..:.....:- f = acousticfrequencyin Hertz
,i_ b = blade span
! :. UC = turbulenceconvectionvelocity
_ ,, ._ ¢ = elevationangle of observerfrom the rotor plane
F-_.: p : densityof the acousticmedia
.... co = the undisturbed sound speedi ,.'
......._. r = distancefrom rotor hub to observer
i _"' " Fg=F_+G2
_ _ F-,F_+Mu+K_+Mu-"Ill/2 {(ci+si)c°s2Ki+(ci'sL)sin2Ki}+l-(c2+s2)
,,,,:',..., _"__-'_'+l_-_"-'_e-(I_+M+Kt i/2 {(c_.si)cos2Ki.(ci+sI)sin2Ki)'(c2"s2)
:....._.. c[.is[=E,F2u(I+M}I__ ._ ,_ ,.
.......': c2-is2=E*[2(_+uM+K_)]
E °
,' ,_......• _c Mk
=., 2Uc I_2
- 2,lf-n_I_*
' , p(l,-ool' '"", _ o- U
" _.2(If-n.l) "- 2.1-- Uc
. _a_j__,_r_ _ ...... . ,--_r ....... _............ --....... -"
_E
_ r
,i ¸ , ,_
_-.... As the blade's angle of attack and Mach number are changed, the
• characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer over the rotor change,
,, resulting in a change of a*, the displacement thickness. Previous studies
= _ :'_: used flat plate boundary layer theory to calculate a* and used it as an input
i!: to the analysis, However, as pointed out by Schlinker and Amiet (32), the
_!i flat plate boundary layer theory cannot predict a* except approximately for
'_ the zero lift case. Schlinker and Amiet measured the boundary layer thickness
..... for a NACA 0012 airfoil section of O.41m chord, as th_ Mach _umber ranged from
"_r'_!_i 0.15 to 0.5 and the angle of attack changed from -0.4 to 12_. Theoretically,
;-_i_ both Reynolds number and Mach numberl/5affect a*. With increasing Reynolds
number, a* decreased slowly with Re'" ; with increasing Mach number , the
, ' :, •
..... i compressibility effect tended to increase a* Thus, in fact, these two
'_ effects essentially cancelled each other, thus explaining the fact that their
' ,,.- data showed a very weak variation with Mach number or Reynolds number• This
i._: result suggested a simple correlation of a* with _, th angle of attack alone.
....._: Note that the data were measured for boundary layer thickness, a, while in
_ _,_,}_ equation (A-I), the surface pressure spectrum S_ was characterized by the
_.,_'_ displacement thickness a* Thus, by using the vY_l known one-seventh power!_ _.' '_. •
....,_<, law, a was transformed to a*. Then a curve fitting technique led to the
_,,:_: following empirical expression
a*/c = (24.3+O.6625e)xlO "4 (A-2a)
• __, for_ < 4o , and
:i, a*/c = (26.95+0. 6625B+O.3044B2+O,OIO4B 3)x]0 -4 (A-2b)
• i!
_ : for_ > 4o , where _: B - 4o, and e and B are in degrees• This curve and the
data are shown in figure A-I. Due to the very limited number of data
_ o_ available, no correlations are made to Reynolds number and Mach number. This
_ limits the application of the above equations to Reynolds number between 9.5 x
...... _: I0 _ and 5.2 x I0 _.
!_ Next we examine S , the incident surface pressure spectral density. As can
•_' be seen in equatio# p (A-I), the term that is still left undetermined is
{ Sn(_). An empirical expression for Sn(_ ) can be obtained from experiments.
_G.... _ I_ this study, two set of experiments _were used: by Yu and Joshi (72) and by
. Brooks and Hodgson (48). Their data seem to agree well, and again, curve
_ fitting leads to the following expression
so( ) :1.73 .i o- - 36.74 +0. ) (A-3a)
= o for_ < 0.06, where 6 : 2_fa* / U, and
• _2 3 5
• So(_):l.4216xlO'3_/(O.3261+4.1837_+22.818m +0.0013_ +0.0028m ) (A-3b)
for 0.06 < _ < 20., figure A-2 shows the plot of Sn(_) vs. _ along with the
experimental data and the flat plate result. It is _lear that one will expect
_. about a I0 dB difference due to the spectrum alone as well as the additional
a* effect of high angle of attack. Figure A-3 shows the effect of changing
' angle of attack on trailing edge noise for an UH-I helicopter• The result
...........o- leads to a conclusion that the primary difference due to the change of angle
.: of attack is in the low to mid frequency range where the noise increases with
angle of attack. However, in the high frequency range, the change of noise
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o_,'_,, level due to change of angle of attack is not as significant. The comparison
i_ _",," ' with #redictions made using only flat plate data (31) shows the importance of
i the angle of attack
• o Boundary layer trailing edge noise is not. the only source of rotor
]--,_!'-:......";:: broadband noise; other mechanisms such as infl_w turbulence and tip vortex
•',:,_'J' separation also contribute significantly to the noise radiation. Thus to
,.:,' . ,,, evaluate the present analysis by comparison with existing experiments, one
......._,, must also include other possible sources. As discussed in the main body of
i=:<:_:_i:• this report, trailing edge noise can be important for low inflow turbulence
_F ',_";, levels or when considering a large rotor Figures II, 12 and 21 in the main
_'_''_::'_'_ body of this report show good agreement with experiments in such cases.
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APPENDIXB
*q
ii.i. .. TIP VORTEX SEPARATIONMODELS
,{i"; . .,. The original analysis of noise radiatedby the turbulence-trailingedge
!_,I:. interactionin the tip vortex separation area used a simplifiedcross-flow
" analogyto estimatethe turbulencelevel and surfacepressurespectrum in the
!_,_F'_: tip separation region (44)• Under the present grant the tip vortex noise
_.!, analysis was extended to also include the use of turbulent intensityand
......,,_-- pressure spectrum informationmedsured for the three dimensionalseparated
:_.,_":i flow associatedwith leadingedge vorticeson delta wingsi •
_ :;_ We start from the analysis of George,Najjar, and Kim (44) where, in a
;"_.'._ manner similar to the work of Kim and George on attached boundary
_ .,,_i_.!. layer-trailingedge noise, the far field sound pressure level radiatedby the
i _:_,...o_.....: statisticallystationaryconvertedsurfacepressure spectrum Spp is shown to
! .....'_'_i_..... be given by
<S,(x,,)> = Bf2L2Oc2sin2@n=-ng.®Fg(If'n"l)Spp(If'n"l)LO=(f-Mco.)
_.,_':;.:&i/ : 8_pc_r 2 (f.n_)2(l+ _2-C_-E)} n _ o (B-l)
where the notation is the same as in Appendix A except that L is the spanwise
i_° .:i.':" exteat at the trailingedge of the separationdue to the tip vortex•
! ' .: In this tip vortex case the model of statisticallystationaryturbulence
L_.,: being convected past the trailing edge may be less accurate than for the
:. attached boundary layer case. However, it should certainly be reasonable
•. enough to calculatean approximatespectrumof the radiationand determinethe
..... importanceof this mechanismfor rotors.
i The models we use for the tip flow are based on the fact that in the
i_ cross-flow plane the tip flow separatesand then reattachesas shown in the
_, simplified sketch of figure 3. Data from two different flows are used:
• first, two-dimensionalseparated flow; and second, three-dimensionaldelta
wing leadingedge vortexflow.
,. Mabey (73) has analyzeda large number of two-dimensionalseparatedflow
: _,._-. geometriesand shown that the nondimensionalpressure fluctuationspectracan
.;- be reasonablywell correlatedbetween a wide variety of geometries,when the
separation bubble length is used as the nondimensionalizinglength for the
-i_ data. The pressurefluctuationsscale with dynamicpressureto withina fact-
or of less than three. Thus the s_pectrare put in the nondimensionalform
• _= Spp Vmq-_L-I where q = O.5pVm and Vm is the maximum velocity along
_ .,, the separation steamline. Similarly the frequency is nondimensionalized;
, L
•" _ = fLVm" • Similarcorrelationswere also establishedby Fricke (74). We
• scaled our twc-dimensional spectrum from the experiments of Fricke and
Stevenson(75). They measured pressure spectra for a two dimensionalfence
followed by a separatedflow and reattachment. This geometry is similar to
: .....
, I_ 'L
our cross flow view shown in Figure B-I. Figure B-2 shows the spectrum of
. "..,
_ Fricke and Stevenson and the curve fit to it which can be expressed as
_ 0 ;_ = _ < 0.1375
.... 5.9703 x 10-3 _ -3.5673 x 10-4 ; 0.1375 < _ < 0.3872
4;"
,._. 3.144 x 10-3 sin (3.2388 _ -0.5506) ; 0.3872 < _ < 0.7935
.'-
(93.035 + 557,09 _)-I; 0.7935 < _ < 1.0605
_ (-258.896 + 1964.19 _ -2416.78 _2 + 1288.94 _3 -100.862 _4).I;
.... 1.0605< (B-2)
! .,.
,_ For the second model we based our pressure spectra on those measured
! _ under the similar edge separation vortices on delta wings. As sketched in ,;
_ i:_. figure 2, the delta flow geometry is very similar to tip flow, including the i
_:_,....: primary and secondary separation from the edge and the axial outer flow. The
- _ _iii separation geometry is influenced by rounded or sharp edges as in the tip
'_i? case. Our goal was to construct a suitable correlation for the pressure
": spectra in the delta case and to relate it to the tip flow case of interest.
; ": Richard and Fahy (76) have analyzed the turbulent flow beneath the lead-
i i;_ ing edge vortices of several delta wings of different planforms and various
:=_,_: angles of attack. They presented spectra from a number of investigators, non-
dimensionalized in several ways, none of which were satisfactory for our
• i ,-_ case. In order to find a normalization suitable for application to our tip
•_,_ case we first studied the delta wing flow geometry and pressure data measured
.....; > in the comprehensive experiments of Peckham (77) Based on flow visualizationc,_ ,," c.- •
• .... results, the locations of peak negative pressures, and on pressure distribu-
,: tions, the value of the transverse separation scale L was found relative to
L .... the local chord and plotted as L/C versus angle of attack _ as shown in figure
" _; B-3. The edge shape is definitely important as noted also by Bartlett and
= ;., Vidal (78). Next the maximum negative pressure coefficients under the vor-
tices relative to those on the nearby surface were used with the Bernouilli
_ '_-' equation to derive the maximum velocity ratio Vm/U. Assuming that the ve-
i_i locity in the vicinity of the vortex is approximately the same as that on
_o'_,_ nearby surfaces one obtains:
! :
•"_ Vm/U (i Cpmin)I/2 (B-3)
The resulting values are plotted as a function of angle of attack _ of
: the delta wing in figure B-4.
,,,: Thus, using figures B-3 and B-A the values of L and Vm can be estimated
• for each of the spectra given by Richards and Fahy (76) and the data normal-
ized by these two physically important parameters. The results, as shown in
' figure B-5, give a son.ewhatbetter correlation of the spectra than either of
::. the two other normalizations given in Richards and Fahy's paper,
, These spectra can be approximated by the curve defined by
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i_" -3.475 - 1.654 (logle _ + 0.82) 2 ,' loglo _ < -0.82
,_ log_o_ = (B-4)
m
-3.475 - 0.984 (loglo _ + 0.82) 2 ; logLo _ > -0.82
but C : 0 if _ < O.
'/ This curve is comparable to the identically normalized two-dimensional
L data, showing that the method of normalizing satisfactorily relates pressure
i spectra in different types of flows. The primary difference between the two
spectra is the slower fall-off with frequency of the delta wing spectrum com-
IL pared Lo the two-dimensional spectrum.
o_
_ In order to be able to find an appropriate spectrum for a rotor tip case
we need estimates of L and Vm for rotor tips at different angles of attack.
i_- The flow visualization, pressure measurements, and velocity measurements of
_ Gray et al. (79) and of Chigier and Corsiglia (80) were used in a similar man-
ner as for the delta wing cases to estimate L/C and Vm/U versus _ as shown
in figures B-6 and B-? respectively. Vm/U can be expressed as
_'_.... (B-S)
_-_ VmlU = 1.0 + 0.0359
 oca  .no,L/c = 0.023 + 0.0089 a (B-6a)
for a square tip cross section or
";i; L/c = 0.0074 (_ - 2.0) (B-6b)
:, for a round edged tip. Gray et al. tested both a rounded and a square tip and
thus the values of L/C are more accurately related to edge shape than in the
available delta data given above. On the other hand, the values Vm/U were
,, estimated from Gray et al.'s Cp data and from the hot wire measurements of
reference 80 and are only approximate. Further work is needed to definitively
.: establish the turbulence properties on wing and rotor tips.
- In summary, given a tip shape and angle of attack the values of L and
Vm are obtained from equations B-5 and B-6 and then these values are used to
obtain a pressure spectrum from either the two-dimensional or delta results
given by equations B-2 or B-4. This spectrum is actually applicable near the
.... reattachment line. The spectrum is somewhat lower in the separated region
before reattachment and it drops off past reattachment. At this state of
approximation, rather than integrating this spanwise variation we used the
reattachment spectrum and assumed it to be constant over the distance L. By
not including any of the blade outside of the separation region of length L we
should roughly compensate for the actual changes in spectrum shape and
• amplitude in the tip region.
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The value of Uc is taken as Uc = 0.8 U and _2(_) -_2.1(Uc/_)based
_° on results for boundary layer turbulence (81). Thus the final calculations
,: are made by substitutingone of the analyticalcurve fits, equation B-2 or ,,
.....;_, B-4, into equationB-I and evaluatingit numericallyas outlinedin reference •
i,,i; 44. In the resultspresented in this report the delta wing data (equation
_-_. B-4) wer_ used for the predictionsgiven.
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'- ANNOTATEDLIST OF EXPERIMENTALREFERENCES
....." " WHICHWERENOTUSEDIN COMPARISONS
ii: Baade, P. K.: Effectsof AcousticLoadingon Axial Flow Fan Noise
...... Generation. Noise ControlEngineering,vol 8, Jan -Feb. 1977, pp. 5-15. :,
,_iil. • duct acousticseffectsinvolved
r, .
_,._ Balcerak,J. C.: ParametricStudy of the Noise Produced by the Interactionof
the Main Rotor Wake with the Tail Rotor. NASA CR-145001,1976•
°,_:_'i
o-_c_ • tail rotor noise ,,
_'i • strongrotor/wakeinteractioneffects
L,'11
_ _ Balombin,J. R.: An ExploratorySurveyof Noise Levels Associatedwith a IOOkW
"'_' Wind Turbine. NASA TM-81486,1980.
_. • similardata given in references33, 63 _
oi: Barger, R. L: TheoreticalPredictionof NonlinearPropagationEffectson Noise
_,::- SignaturesGeneratedby Subsonic or SupersonicPropeller or Rotor-BladeTips.
_: NASA-TP-1660,1980.
• no da_a
Bausch,W. E., Schlegel,R. G.: HelicoptorMain Rotor Noise Prediction and
.... Control. Journalof the AmericanHelicoptorSociety,vol. 14, NO. 3, pp. 38-47,
-,_:_ 1969
• octave band data only
_" Brooks, B. M.: AcousticMeasurementsof Three Prop-Fan Models, AIAA-SO-O995,
.. AIAA 6th AeroacousticsConference,Hartford,Conn., June 4-6, 1980,p. 13.
= • high speed noise dominates
.... Cicci, F., Toplis, A. F.: Noise Level Measurementson a Quiet Short Haul
Turboprop Transport --- de Havilland Dash 7 STOL Propulsion. Society of
_'_ _; AutomotiveEngineers,BusinessAircraftMeeting,Wichita, Kan. April 6-9, 1976.
''_,... • high speed noise dominates
....'ii Damongeot,A.: HelicopterTail Rotor Noise Generatedby AerodynamicInterac-
...,_: tions. Paper No. 57, 4th European Rotorcraftand PoweredLift Aircraft Forum,
_ Stresa,Italy,Sept. 13-15,1978.
,_ • tail rotor noise (wakeeffects)
.... _C_
......: Dittmar,J, H., Jeracki,R. J... Noise of the SR-3 PropellerModel at 2 Deg and
_. 4 Deg Angle of Attack. NASA TM-82738,1982.
• high speed noise generatedby supersonictip speed propeller
u"
Dittmar,J. H., Jeracki,R. J.: AdditionalData on the SR-3 Propeller.
NASA TM-81736,1981.
- • high speed noise generatedby supersonictip speed propeller
Fink, M. R., Schlinker,R. H., Amiet, R. K.: Prediction of Rotating-Blade
Vortex Noise from Noise of Non-RotatingBlades. NASA CR-2611,1976.
• rotationalnoise dominates
Z • low frequencyspectrum(" 1200 Hz)
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.............................................. _ _,,,;_,_, ,r._ _=,:.:.:._ _ _ __.w_
A.. Ford, D. W., Rickley, E• J.: Noise Levels and Data CorrectionAnalysis for
_ " Seven GeneralAviationPropellerAircraft. FAA-EE--80-26,1980.
• EPNL data only
'i
_' Fujii, S.: Acoustics and Performance of High-Speed, Unequally Spaced Fan
!! Rotors. ASME Paper 79-GT-4,ASME, Gas TurbineConferenceand Exhibitand Solar
_ I__ Energy Conference,San Diego,CA., March 12-15,1979.
......°F • high speed noise dominates
I , ' :T;
_;: Gliebe,P. R,, Kerschen,E. J.: AnalyticalStudy _f the Effectsof Wind Tunnel
i..._17, Turbulence on Turbofan Rotor Noise --- NASA Ames 40 by 80 Foot Wind Tunnel.•_ _,_c:,_.,_.-.NASA CR-152359,1980•
_ • tone noise dominates
_._i" _. Grosche, F. R., Stiewitt,H.: Investigationof Rotor Noise Source Mechanisms
:o_._'_ with ForwardSpeed Simulation. AIAA-77-1361,AIAA 4th AeroacousticsConference,
r . Atlanta,GA., Oct. 3-5, 1977.
.... • in-planenoise measurements
?" .
: ,.... Hanson, D. B.: Spectrum of Rotor Noise Caused by Atmospheric Turbulence.
i ;o...:_:, Journalof AcousticSocietyof American,vol 56, July 1974, pp. 110-126.
.....• • rotationalnoise dominates
--_-_:' Hilton,D. A., Henderson,H. R,, Pegg, R. J.: Ground Noise MeasurementsDuring
Flyover, Hover, Landing and Take-Off Operations of a Standard and a Modified
.....°_;.. HH-43B Helicopter. NASA TM-X-2226,1972.
i.: .coaxialrotors - strongwake effects
....'i
_ Hilton, D A., Scheiman,J , Shivers, J P.: Acoustical Measurementsof the
..$ • , •
....._- Vortex Noise for a Rotating Blade OperatingWith and Without Shed Wake Blown
_ _,: Downstream. NASA TN-D-63641971.
_=.!--_:_ • strongwake effects
} Hodder, B. K.: An Investigationof PossibleCauses for the Reductionof Fan
_(:_ Noise in Flight. AIAA-76-585,AIAA 3rd Aeroacot_sticsConference,Palo Alto, CA,
i_....:, July 20-23, 1976.
• • tone noise dominates
T._,_:.,_., Hodder, B. K.: FurtherStudies of Static to Flight Effects on Fan Tone Noise
._,i,i_ Using Inlet Distortion Control for Source Identification NASA TM-X-73183,
.. 1973.
i- ..... • tone noise dominates
L ' Hodder,B K.' Investigationof the Effectof Inlet Turbulencelength Scale on
.- Fan DiscreteTone Noise. NASA TM-X-62300,1973.
•_,_. • discretetone noise dominates
_- Hubbard, H. H., Shepard, K, P.: Noise Measurementsfor Single and Multiple
,: Operationof 50 KW Wind TurbineGenerators. NASA CR-166052,1982.
o •wind turbinearrays noise
,.- Hubbard,J. _,, Harris,W. L.: Model HelicopterRotor ImpulsiveNoise. Journal
......_-; of Sound and Vibration,vol. 78, 1981, pp.425-437,
:. . impulsivenoise
Y
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_,,°. JanakiRam, D. S., Scruggs, B. W.: Investigationof Performance,Noise and
_ Detectability Characteristicsof Small-Scale Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV)
°". Propellers• AIAA-81-2005,AIAA 7th AeroacousticsConference,Oct. 5-7, Palo
i' Alto, CA, 1981•
ii- • harmonicncise dominates
,,.'_ • in-planenoisemeasurements
-.,_,_ ".
_ Kantola,R. A , Warren,R. E • Reductionof Rotor-TurbulenceInteractionNoise
-_.....;:, in Static Fan Noise Testing. AIAA-79-0656,AIAA 5th AeroacousticsConference,
_._::,_ Seattle,WA, March 12-14, 1979.
!;c" • tone noise dominates
Keast, D. N., Potter, R. C.: A PreliminaryAnalysis of the Audible Noise of
ConstantSpeed,HorizontalAxis Wind TurbineGenerators. DOE/EV-O089,1980.
-_- . similardata given in references33, 63
°._,_, Kobayashi,H.: Three-DimensionalEffects on Pure Tone Fan Noise Due to Inflow
!,,'ili Distortion Rotor Blade Noise Prediction• NASA TM-78885,1978.• tone noise dominates
_ ; Kobayashi,H., Groeneweg,J. F.: Effects of InflowDistortionProfileson Fanii "
Tone Noise CalculatedUsing a 3-D Theory NASA TM-79082,1979
_ _ • tone noise dominates
il_:__
'_ .... Lane, F." BroadbandNoise Generated by Turbulent Inflow to Rotor or Stator
_,. Blades in an AnnularDuct. NASA CR-2503,1975•
: _: • no data
....._ Laudien, E." Main and Tail Rotor InteractionNoise During Hover and Low-Speed, . o
'_ Conditions• 2nd European Rotorcraft and Powered Lift Aircraft Forum,
•" ,_ Bueckenburg,West Germany,Sept• 20-22, 1976.
=_,_i_i_ • tail rotor harmonicnoise/mainrotor impulsivenoise dominate
=_......_ Lee, A, Harris, W. L., Widnall, S E.: An ExperimentalStudy of Helicopter
._ Rotor RotationalNoise in a Wind Tunnel• AIAA-76-564,AIAA 3rd Aeroacoustics
: . Conference,Palo Alto, CA, July 20-23, 1976•
:" • rotationalnoise dominates
,. . OASPL data only
._,!_
_o./_:_', Leverton,J. W.: Reductionof HelicopterNoise by Use of a Quiet Tall Rotor•
_ .........:, 6th European Rotorcraft and Powered Lift Aircraft Forum, Bristol, England,
Sept• 16-19,1980, ConferencePapers,Part I.
_-......_ . tail rotor noise
"_ ,i..
_0 _ Lewy. S., Lambourion, J., Malarmey, C., Rafine, B., Perulli, M.' Direct
<_ Experimental Verificationof the Theoretical Model Predicting Rotor Noise
.....',__' Generation• AIAA-79-0658,1979.
. fan rotor/statortone noise dominates
_, Lucas, J. G., Woodward,R. P., MacKinnon,M. J.: Forward Acoustic Performance
:-_. of a Shock-SwallowingHigh-Tip-SpeedFan (QF-13). NASA TP-1668,1980.
. high speed noise dominates
•_- 30
i•__ Mani, R., Berkofske,K." Experimentaland TheoreticalStudiesof SubsonicFan
Noise. NASA CR-2660,1976.
_ • high RPM fan noise
r ,
•t' • harmonicnoise dominat,;s
o _,_.
...._ Munch, C. L., Paterson,R. W,, Bay, H.: Rotor BrandbandNoise Resultingfrom
_ .-. Tip Vortex/BladeInteraction. SikorskyAircraftSER-50909,1975.
_;'_i"_ • strong tip vortex/bladeinteractioneffects
i,ilii_i.
_,.._,_i_ Neise, W, Koopmann, G. H.: Reductionof Centrifugal Fan Noises by Use of
,_...._o: Resonators. Journal of Sound and Vibration, vol. 73, Nov. 22, 1980, pp./_i_ _:- 297-308.
....._ • • high RPM turbofannoise with resonatoreffects
Nelson,W. L., Alaia, C. M.: AerodynamicNoise and Drag Measurementson a
...._ :. High-SpeedMagneticallySuspendedRotor• WADC-TR-57-339.
_.'!¢___" • high speed noise dominates
=_ _Z,. Newman, J. S.: Helicopter Noise Exposure Level Data: Variations with Test
......;! Target, Indicated Airspeed, Distance, Main Rotor RPM and Take-Off Power•
_._ FAA-AEE-80-34,1980.
....__'_ . noise exposureleveldata only
_._._.::T Pegg, R. d., M,_liozzi,B., Farassat,F•: Some Measured and CalculatedEffects
:i: of Forward Velocity on Propeller Noise. American Society of Mechanical
o__: Engineers,Paper No. 77-GT-70,1977.
;i • harmonicnoise dominates
• similartests in reference65
_,_-_: Pegg, R. J., Shidler, P. A • ExploratoryWind-Tunnel Investigationof the
-_ ' Effect of the Main Rotor Wake on Tail Rotor Noise --- Langley Anechoic Noise
__;. Facility. In HelicopterAcoustics,pp. 205-219.
• tail rotor noise
_." Piersol, A. G., Wilby, E. G., Wilby, J. F.: Evaluation of Aero Commander
,.._-.. PropellerAc.ousticData: Taxi Operations. NASA CR-159124,1979.
:._L::!:. • harmonicnoise dominates
_! _: • octaveband spectrumonly
_."] Rathgeber, R., Sipes, D. E.: The Influence of De sing Parameterson Light
PropellerAircraft Noise. SAE-770444Societyof AutomotiveEngineers,Business
' ." AircraftMeeting,Century II, Wichita,KA, March 2g-AprilI, 1977.
_ r i • OASPL in most cases
=_'T.,_ • high speed noise dominates
L ,"i"
---_-.i_1 R_ijgrok, G. J. J.: Experimentson the Validity of Ground Effect Predictions
_. for Static Noise Testingof PropellerAircraft. Journalof Sound and Vibration,
. vol. 72, 1980, pp. 469-479.
• propellernoisewith strong ground effectson inflow
• harmonicnoise dominate
L_
_- L,i_I
L_ Scheiman,J.. FurtherAnalysis of BroadbandNoise Measurementsfor a Rotating
Blade Operating With and Without Its Shed Wake Blown Downstream. NASA
.... •, TN D-7623, 1974.
_.i;" • strong rotor/wake interaction effects
B_
,;,, Schlegel, R., King, R., Mull, H.: Helicopter Rotor Noise Generation and
; Propagation, USAAVLABS-TR-66-4,1966.
'__ • full scale S-58 data, similar data given in reference 61
_-_:::. Shaw, L. M., Woodward,R. P., Glaser,F. W., Dastoli, B. J.: Inlet Turbulence
.._,.,:_, and Fan Noise Measured in an AnechoicWind Tunnel and Staticallywith an Inlet
I//_:/'L. Flow ControlDevice. AIAA-77-1345,AIAA, 4th AeroacousticsConference,
_.._.. Atlanta,GA., Oct. 3-5, 1977.
i_,:_,, • tone noise dominates
;C__:,;','_,/;'_,,,_._,,,. Shreve,J. C.: PropellerAircraftFlyoverNoise Testing. SAE-770443Societyof
r-._, Automotive Engineers, Business Aircraft Meeting, Century II, Wichita, KA March. i._,:' _-,-
)_i_;yi,,;i_ 29-April I, 1977.
_.;",,:>_.... • no data
L........._ _.. Tadghighi, H., Cheeseman, I. C.'. A Study of Helicopter Rotor Noise, with Special
Z Referenceto Tail Rotors,Using AcousticWind Tunnel. Vertica, Vol. 7, No. I,
_,_- 1983.
_'--." • rotationalnoise dominates
"., Trebble, W. J. G., Williams, J., Donnelly, R. P... Comparative Acoustic
' Wind-Tunnel Measurements and Theoretical Correlations on Subsonic Aircraft
_.: Propellersat Full-Scaleand Model-Scale. AIAA-81-2004,AIAA 7th Aerocoustics
' _ i._ Conference,Palo Alto, CA., Oct. 5-7, 1981.
,,_i: • in-planenoisemeasurements
'=';*'L'I, " harmonicnoise dominatesin most cases
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